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Abstract The computer is no longer the center of atten-

tion. Thus, what we design is no longer the interface to the

computer. Rather, what we design is a thing or an envi-

ronment in which a computer might be used to create

certain desired effects. Indeed, interaction design in a sense

becomes the practice of giving form to artifacts or envi-

ronments rather like any of the other design disciplines that

we have know for centuries. However, giving form to

computational things is highly complex and somewhat

different than most other form-giving practices due to its

temporal form element—its ability to change between

states. Thus, an interaction design practice needs to

encompass this temporal form giving in combination with

physical form giving and performances of the interaction

gestalt. In this paper, I propose this trinity of forms as a

framework to unfold the practice of interaction design. I

further demonstrate how computational composites present

a way to work with the temporal form and the physical

form in a process not too different from any traditional

form-giving practice. Lastly, I point to some tools and

techniques to deal with the interdependencies of the three

form elements and thereby also demonstrate that a form-

giving practice of interaction design is already well under

way.

Keywords Temporal form � Physical form � Interaction

gestalt � Form-giving � Computer as material � Material

turn � Computational composites

1 Introduction

Throughout the life of the computer, we have gone through a

large range of expectations of what it was supposed to do.

The computer has been an automated calculator of tables (the

human computer, the mechanical computers), a mathemati-

cal abstraction (the Turing machine), an intelligent being

(AI, robots), an information and communication technology,

and latest, under the name of ubiquitous computing, the

computer has become a combination of artificial intelligence

and information technology scattered throughout our envi-

ronment to help our lives become smoothly worry-free [1].

For each expectation, we have developed computers that

were particularly good for that purpose.

As Robles and Wiberg have argued [2], and the content

of this special issue on Material Interaction [3–8] also

suggests, a new expectation of the computer is already

being formed. In the process of leaving the desktop and

taking on other functions and other means of interaction,

we have come to expect the computer to be a material for

design. It is a material like the other materials we use to

shape our environment. This transition of expectations—

this material turn—inevitably brings on (or was brought on

by) new ways of designing computers and thereby new

ways of designs with computers. An example of the new

way of designing computers can be found in the micro-

controller mounted circuit boards like Arduino Lilypad and

Raspberry Pi. These designs trade downscaled processing

and memory capacity to become simple computational

setups where it is easy to make use of a variety of digital

and analog input and output, network communication, etc.

[cf., 9–11]. In essence, they enable computing capacity to

easily integrate in a new range of material contexts.

From an interaction design perspective, however, the

real radical shift is in how we design with these computers.
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The computer is no longer the center of attention, thus,

what we design is no longer the interface to the computer.

Rather, what we design is a thing or an environment in

which a computer might be used to create certain desired

effects [cf., 12]. Indeed, interaction design in a sense

becomes the practice of giving form to artifacts or envi-

ronments rather like any of the other design disciplines that

we have know for centuries. What makes it meaningful to

preserve interaction design as a special discipline, how-

ever, is the fact the computer as a design material is highly

complex and somewhat different than most other materials

due to its ability to change between states—its temporal

from. Hence, we still need a practice that specializes in

how to craft the computational material’s temporal form in

combination with physical forms and interaction gestalts.

In this paper, I unfold the interaction design practice

through the trinity of the temporal form, the physical form,

and the interaction gestalt. I argue how interaction design

practice is about forming a whole through an ongoing

negotiation between the three in form elements. I further

argue, how the computational composites [13] present a

way to work with the temporal form and the physical form

in a process not too different from any traditional form-

giving1 practice, thus enabling us to borrow from their

experience when developing our practice. Lastly, I point to

some tools and techniques to deal with the interdepen-

dencies of the three form elements and thereby also dem-

onstrate that a form-giving practice of interaction design is

already well under way.

2 The three form elements in the practice of interaction

design

What does the practice of interaction design look like when

it is about designing the whole thing and not just the

interface? I propose that we start to think of it as a practice

of giving form to computational materials. Unfolding what

that implies—as I will throughout this paper—we realize

that such practice actually comprises giving form to three

types of form elements: the physical form, the temporal

form, and the interactive gestalt.

The physical form is the three-dimensional shape of the

thing or environment; it is the material it is made of its

color, scale, density, etc. It is all the elements that we know

from product design or architecture. This notion of physi-

cality can, however, as easily include all sorts of intangible

materialities like light, sound, air streams [cf., 7]. The

notion of physical refers more to what we can perceive

through the human sensory apparatus than anything solely

tangible.

The interaction gestalt is the performance of movements

that a user(s) will do in relation to the thing or the envi-

ronment. It can be passive or active; it is the touching, the

moving, the pulling, the seeing, the listening, etc. that we

will do with the thing or within the environment. It is in

turn what the things make us do and what we do to the

things. Indeed, this is not meant to say that either the

physical form or the temporal form is unequivocal in how

they influence the interactive gestalt, people can certainly

perform other actions than intended by the designer.

Rather, the relation between the physical form and the

interaction gestalt is more along the lines of Gibson’s af-

fordances or Norman’s signifiers [14, 15]. However, the

interdependence is mutual as Hallnäs and Redström

express it through their function-expression-circle. They

argue ‘‘the expression of things in use seems to define

functionality just as much as functionality seems to explain

design expressions’’ [16, p. 106]. As a method to become

aware of the aesthetic choices in the design process, they

articulate the leitmotif ‘‘function resides in the expression

of things’’ [16, p. 107] as an alternative to the prevailing

principle of form follows function.

The temporal form (in interaction design) is the pattern

of the state changes that the computer will produce. This is

the control of the flow of current going in and out of the

processor. These computations or state changes can be

triggered, they can be a recursive algorithm, they can be

synchronous, co-located, carry meaningful information, be

random, etc. The computations become something we give

form—temporal form. Thus, we can see the task of pro-

gramming as a form-giving practice. While this perspective

on programming has been around for a while [5, 17], the

new aspect is that the programming task becomes insepa-

rable from the physical form giving and the ideas about the

interaction gestalt.

As Fig. 1 illustrates, interaction design (IxD) must

encompass all three form elements, which inevitably entail

a complex web of interdependencies. They can never be

fully separated; however, one of the form elements might

slide into the background in certain setups. For instance,

music guiding our body in a dance is an example of a

formation of the temporal form and the interactive gestalt

with the physical forms being less dominant. However, the

volume, and whether it is live or recoded, may still play a

significant role. Another example is a mechanical clock

performing the passing of time. Here, the interactive gestalt

becomes passive and less important for the performance of

the thing—except when the clock needs rewinding. A third

example is furniture, architecture, fashion, etc., that all,

through their physical form, guides our bodily movements

1 Form giving exists in the Scandinavian languages as formgivning,

in Dutch as vormgeving, and in German as Gestaltung and is

traditionally used to denote the specific practice of giving form to

materials as done in, for instance, the practice of craft.
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in the world. In this example, the patina—the results of

wear and tear—is the less dominant temporal form. How-

ever, as Verbeek and Kockelkoren as well as Ikeyima and

Rosner [4, 18] point out the ability to patinate might be

what enables us to form strong relations to our things and

environments.

Yet, What does it even mean to give form? What is the

process? What tools do we need? Let us look at the tra-

ditional form-giving practice of a cabinet maker. Think, for

instance, of her sensibility to the finesse of the wood before

her: the hardness, the coarseness of the grain, the size and

number of knots, the smell, the smoothness of the surface,

and how it reacts when she planes, grinds, and saws. Her

work demands training, experience with her tools, and

substantial knowledge of the type of wood she uses. But,

once skilled, she can gradually form the chair or the dresser

through meticulous labor. Her work becomes a balanced

negotiation between developing the form and the interac-

tion gestalt—between aesthetics and function.

What will it take for interaction design to become an

equally cultured practice? At the outset, the practice of

interaction design is substantially more complex because of

the presence of a dominant temporal form. The cabinet

maker can to a large extent ignore the temporal from in the

actual form-giving process. The interaction designer can-

not. Thus, the careful negotiation of the interdependencies

becomes between all three form elements at once. On a

macro-level, we only know how a thing should behave over

time when we have a sense of its physical expression. We

only have an idea of what physical expression we should

aim for when we know what contexts the things is to be

used in. We only know what interaction gestalt we can aim

for when we know how the physical and temporal form

plays together, etc. Thus, any design task within interaction

design will inevitably comprise countless small steps

within each of the three form elements. To develop a

practice around that we need to become familiar with each

of them in the context of the others. Or put in another way,

we need to start somewhere.

2.1 Interaction gestalt and physical form

TU/Eindhoven and MCI Sønderborg [cf., 19–25], for

instance, devised a strategy to take an outset in the inter-

active gestalt. They propose to play with how humans

behave in the world and let that play drive the physical

form of the designs. Thus, through various techniques such

as acting-out scenarios (e.g., hands only [22]) or diving into

historic ways of interacting with objects (e.g., machine

cowboy [24]), they seek a sensibility toward the human

action space which they then use to develop the action

potentials of computational things [23].

They also propose methods to take outset in the physical

form (see Fig. 2) [23]. For the designer to combine the

interaction gestalt and the physical form, both must be

understood and acknowledged. In essence, these programs

work with practical methods to design the physical form

and the interaction as interdependent and inseparable [cf.,

21, 24]. In a much similar line of work, Mark Baskinger

and Mark Gross [26] also propose Bauhaus-like teaching

methods as means to teach their interaction design students

about the design of physical objects.

In a complimentary research direction, Jonas Löwgren

[27] is looking more exclusively at the interactive gestalt.

He proposes the ‘‘experiential qualities of interaction

design’’ as means to articulating key factors for designing

the interaction gestalt. He shows, for instance, the impor-

tance of fluency when designing augmented spaces [27]

and the importance of pliability for designing graphical

user interfaces [28]. Löwgren also demonstrates the diffi-

culty of generalizing experiential qualities across different

types of interactive artifacts and environments. Augmented

spaces and graphical user interfaces serve different pur-

poses, their general forms are different, and thus what

becomes important for designing the interactive gestalt

must necessarily be equally different.

Hallnäs and Redström [16] try a different approach with

their Abstract Information Appliances. Here, they explic-

itly tie together the process of designing the interactive

gestalt and both the physical and the temporal form [cf., 16,

29, 30].

In different ways, these research programs give insights

into and techniques for designing the interactive gestalt and

physical form. They emphasize the whole body (or bodies)

as potentially engaging in the interaction gestalt and argue

for the role of the aesthetics to create and express func-

tionality. However, where the challenges addressed in the

study of physical form and the interaction gestalt may be

new to interaction design, they are more or less well known

within design practices at large. The unique challenge for

the practice of interaction design comes from the addition

of the temporal form and the balance of designing with all

three forms to create a coherent entity.

Fig. 1 Illustration of the three form elements of interaction design

(I 9 D): the physical form, the temporal form, and the interaction

gestalt
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2.2 The temporal and the physical form

The unfamiliarity with designing both temporal and phys-

ical form has fostered a series of research endeavors into

what this might entail. Some are specifically addressing the

temporal form and others proposing ways to combine the

two.

Slow Technology, for instance, is Hallnäs and Red-

ström’s research program specifically looking at the aes-

thetics of the temporal form [31]. They argue that to

consciously utilize the design space such temporal form-

element enables we must first explore it aesthetically. Slow

Technology aims to slow down the expressions of com-

putations enough to let us experience them [cf., 30, 31].

The purpose is to change the focus in use—to enable that

the traditional ‘‘basic concern for efficiency in use turns

into a basic concern for reflection in use’’ [30], p. 154]. By

exploring the temporality of computational things, they

begin to give us a sense of what role the temporal form

plays in design of interactive artifacts and environments.

Later, Redström et al. [32] address the temporal form

from another point of view. Through the IT ? Textile

program, they want to expose the ‘‘transformation every-

day things undergo as we embed new information and

computation technologies’’ [30, p. 190, see also; 32]. As

opposed to using metaphors or familiar objects as conve-

yers of new computational functionality, they seek to

develop a framework of understandings and methods to

assist in explicitly challenging the expressions of the new

computational things. They, for instance, explore the

combination of weaving techniques and embedding com-

putational technology as means to see what new expres-

sions such combination can foster. Generally, they work

with the idea of the computer as a design material in line

with the textile.

Building on Hallnäs and Redström’s notion of the

computer as a material for design [16, 31–33], Redström

and I [13] introduced the concept of computational com-

posites. Computational composites are the material from

which the two forms come to be. Designing with them is

thus designing the physical and temporal form in the same

process and through that formation encourages certain

interaction gestalts. Similar to how the cabinet maker

gradually gives form to the wood and the interaction gestalt

in unison.

The demand for a new practice for interaction design

started, as stated in the introduction, with the change of

expectations to the computer as now being a material for

design. Computational composites offer not just a material

perspective on the computer but also an explanation of how

the temporal form of the computer can manifest in the

physical form of either tangible or intangible materials.

3 Computational composites

While the electrical digital computer promises a world

of computations (temporal forms), it is organized as

Fig. 2 An example of a form-

giving study from a class at

Delft University 1995 where

students had to create forms that

expressed each other opposite

on one dimension while

remaining the same on two

others. Above they show many/

inaccessible/slow–fast and

below they show few/

inaccessible/light–heavy [23].

Even if these objects are not

computational things, they

exemplify the importance of

knowing the expressiveness of

material form also when

designing with computational

technology (photographs with

courtesy of Djajadiningrat)
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inaccessible patterns of energy. In itself it has no physical

form, color, or texture perceivable to the human sensory

apparatus—it has no expression. Yet, our understanding of

the computer and its purpose cannot be separated from the

way it appears to us—just as developing computational

technology is inextricably linked to the expressional

appearances it can assume.

To overcome the conceptual gap between temporal form

and the physical form in interaction design, we need to

acknowledge that the computer in practice never appears

by itself—at least when it is no longer an abstraction on the

mathematicians’ sketchpad. It is always part of a compo-

sition with other constituents capable of providing form,

color, and texture to the computations. Thus, if we look at

the computer and the other materials as the mass we need

to design with, like the cabinet maker and her wood, what

kind of mass is it?

In metallurgy, it is commonly known that most metals

require purification and some even require the composition

of an alloy for their properties to come to use. Take alu-

minum for instance: from its naturally occurring state as

bauxite, it can be refined to show properties such as cor-

rosion resistance and light weight, but it remains a weak

and seemingly useless material [cf., 34]. Only after

blending it with other metals in an alloy does aluminum

receive the strength and flexible form for which it is

commonly known [cf., 34]. Thus, if we see the computer as

the weak aluminum without any useful properties before it

is combined with other materials, we arrive at the notion of

the computational composites [13]. Indeed, in this light,

computers can be seen as a potential material, which shows

some desirable properties that we only have to refine and

bring forward through combining it with other appropriate

materials.

3.1 Examples of computers used as materials

The aesthetic disciplines of art, design, and architecture

have for some time incorporated computers in their work

not merely as a tool for drawing as in computer-aided

design (CAD), as climate, and infrastructure regulators or

stress monitors in architecture, or as support for the main

function in ovens, vacuum cleaners, electrical tooth-

brushes, food processors, etc., but as an essential element

in creating new expressions.

For example, the responsive and interactive architecture

assembled by Lucy Bullivant [cf., 35, 36] exemplified by

the Tower of Winds by Toyo Ito (See Fig. 3) or the digital

and interactive art and design [cf., 37–39] exemplified by

the Mirrors by Daniel Rozin (See Fig. 4) all explore the

potential aesthetics that computers can be a part of

generating.

Some have even developed material samples that we in

the current light could rename as computational compos-

ites. Living Glass (see Fig. 5), for instance, responds to

human presence by opening thin splices in the glass letting

through fresh air [40], or Super Cilia Skin (see Fig. 6)

responds to touch and can sense and simulate movement

such as wind flow of human touch [41, 42].

3.2 The properties of computational composites

When studying the development and use of more tradi-

tional materials such as wood, steel, or aluminum, it

Fig. 3 The Tower of Wind by Toyo Ito is a sculpture completed in

Tokyo in 1986. The tower is a metaphorical representation of Tokyo

with its ever-changing never-ceasing winds. The tower changes

expression in response to winds’ speed and directions (photographs

with courtesy of Shinkenchiku-sha)
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becomes clear that different types of access to a material

are necessary because a chemist’s approach to any given

material is different from that of an industrial designer. A

difference caused by the need to minimize complexity. The

matters focal to the chemist, such as the molecular struc-

ture and responsiveness to other chemicals, are circum-

ferential to the designer, just as aesthetics and structural

abilities are to the chemist. If they were both to know every

matter concerning the material, they would probably

become too entangled in technicalities on the wrong scale

to achieve anything.

The same can be said of computational technology. The

computer scientist or engineer’s view on computers need

not be the same as the interaction designer’s. Indeed, by

exploring and thus describing and presenting the technol-

ogy from a designer’s perspective, we can subdue some of

the technicalities and accentuate the properties relevant for

a design practice. So far, the properties we have identified

Fig. 4 Three different Mirrors by Daniel Rozin. Left the Shiny Ball Mirror. Middle the Wooden Mirror. Right the Wave Mirror. All build form

different materials but with the same kind of technology and functionality (photographs with courtesy of Daniel Rozin)

Fig. 5 Living Glass is a polymer glass substitute that opens and closes in response to human presence to control the air quality in the room

(courtesy of the living)

Fig. 6 Super Cilia Skin is a touch sensitive surface made of orange felt and actuators (courtesy of Mitchell Joachim)
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to be specific to computational composites are reversibility,

accumulation, computed causality, and connectability [43].

We will likely identify others as we continue to develop the

practice of interaction design around computational

composites.

Reversibility and accumulation, for instance, are two

ways that temporality can be shaped in a material expression.

In programming, we know them as loops. Reversibility being

that the expression of a computational composite can change

recursively between two or more states. Accumulation could

be that one state of expression becomes gradually more

explicit than the other state (see Fig. 13 for an example of a

recursive expression). In other materials, the temporal

expression also exists, where patina or oxidation is example

of accumulation, just as the change of humidity or pressure

can cause a change of expressions that will disappear when

the cause disappears. The temporal expression in a compu-

tational composite, however, can be fast, almost instanta-

neous, and it can be deliberately designed and controlled.

Computed causality, on the other hand, is a specific

instance of the controlling property where the computer is

used to create the link between a cause event and an effect

event. In programming this is also known as if-then-else

functions. Computed causality is the ability to translate a

specific sensor input into a specific activation of an actu-

ator. In a traditional material context the laws of nature

rules the connection between cause and effect, but with

computational control and appropriate actuators, the cau-

sality can be moderated, exaggerated, or entirely made up

(see Fig. 7 for an example of the classic thermodynamic

cause and effect turned up side down). However, the

material composition need not be dependent on input from

the environment. The computational control can be formed

as an uninterruptable algorithmic loop making the cause of

an event embodied in the material composition.

Another technology, which is never found without a

computer but is not a computer as such, is the network

technology that enables computers to connect with each

other—it provides the computers with connectability. In

this case, especially the wireless network connection poses

an interesting property. In a material context, for instance,

a wireless connection enables two disjoint material parts to

behave as if they were physically connected. In another

example, the material may react to events happening far

away (see Fig. 7 for an example of two copper tiles acting

as one even if they are physically separated).

Besides, these four properties specific to computational

composites are properties or form elements, which more

generally belong to temporal or material realm. These are

properties and form elements used in other aesthetic dis-

ciplines like music and furniture design that include the

pure temporal elements such as rhythm, synchronicity, and

their inverses including randomness or physical elements

such as scale, durability, strength in tension and compres-

sion, or texture.

Knowing what is possible, however, is not sufficient to

develop a form-giving practice with computational com-

posites. We also need to develop a hands-on experience

with them. We need to become familiar with the expressive

potential the properties afford. What is it that we can

design with these computational composites? What do

these composites enable that other materials do not? A

material understanding of the computer may seem abstract

at first, but the more experience we get with physical

samples and work with this line of thinking the more

concrete and natural it is likely to become.

Fig. 7 Left the hand is gradually heating up a tile and the cooling process sets in around 10 s after the hand touches the surface. Right the two

computational copper tiles each measuring 14 9 10 9 2 cm
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To approach interaction design as a form-giving practice

also emphasizes the aesthetics of interaction design. The

functionality we want to achieve through our designs must

be developed together with the expression of the artifact or

the environment. Indeed, we need to expand our repertoire

of interaction gestalts, of physical forms, and of temporal

forms—if not by themselves then through associations.

Through this exploratory process, we will also become

familiar with the computer as a design material, and we

will gradually develop the techniques and tools to consti-

tute a form-giving practice of interaction design.

4 Becoming familiar with computational composites

through practice

As with any new material, designers not only seek to

become familiar with the formal properties of computa-

tional composites, but they also need to explore what new

expressions they afford—either through own experiments

or through the work of others [44]. The examples above as

well as the design probes (Surflex, SpeakCup, Sprout I/O,

and Shutters) by Coelho and Zieglbaum [45] are, for

instance, all part of a general effort to expand the expres-

sive vocabulary of computational things and environments.

They demonstrate new shapes and shape changes possible

with the combination of computers and soft materials like

textile and silicone. By playing with these new expressions,

Coelho and Zieglbaum [45] suggest how they can be used

meaningfully as interaction variables—they find function-

alities in the new collection of expressions. Another body

of work aimed at developing new expressions of what we

would call computational composites is explorations of

dynamic printed patterns in textile design [46].

Others are specifically exploring one of the properties of

computational composites, for example, Nordby studies the

qualities of short-range RFIDs from an interaction design

perspective [47, 48]. Belenguer et al. [49] explore the

properties of radio relevant to design. Both can be said to

study the expressions and qualities of connectability.

Through five different projects, I will demonstrate some

of expressions possible when form-giving computational

composites. The projects are presented so they gradually

advance from strictly material studies toward an interest in

how the forms of the computational composites play

together with the interaction gestalt. Indeed, these five

projects only barely begin to explore and embody the form-

giving practice of interaction design.

Computational copper tile is a project, done in collab-

oration with Tomas Sokoler [43]. The computational cop-

per tile reacts to an external flow of thermal energy by

adjusting the effect of this flow through the use of com-

putational control and Peltier elements (see Fig. 7). In one

version of the tiles, the Peltier elements directly reversed

the flow of thermal energy. Warming up the copper tile, for

instance, by placing your hand on top, will immediately

start to cool it down to a temperature correspondingly

lower to the heat your hand provided and vice versa. In

another version, two tiles are connected through a wireless

network that enables them to behave in a uniform manner

even if they are physically separated (see Fig. 8). When

one is heated, they negotiate a new thermodynamic equi-

librium, which will result in one heating and the other

cooling down until that is achieved. Besides copper, each

tile was comprised of Peltier elements, temperature sen-

sors, a LilyPad with an Atmega 168 processor, and an

X-bee module running a ZigBee protocol for ad hoc

networks.

In the first version, computed causality is used to

develop an expression where the natural and highly

familiar cause and effect of thermodynamics is (appar-

ently) turned up side down. The allure of the computational

copper tile is perhaps not its expressional complexity

formed by the combination of accumulation and revers-

ibility, nor is it its use of the uncommon modality of

temperature; rather, it is the power over nature that it

exhibits. Computers may be versatile, but in practice they

are limited by the transducers we have available. The

materials we want to make interactive must be able to act

and react to the electrical energy of the computations.

Thus, if we continue to develop new transducers whether

mechanical, electronic, or chemical, we will also be able to

expand the expressive vocabulary of the computer.

In the other version, we form a material bond between

two separate entities. By now, we are used to fact that

things with computers can be connected (e.g., with the

popular notion of Internet of things); however, What

expressions can this connectedness assume? By staying

within the traditional material realm using thermodynam-

ics, the tiles assume a behavior as if they were physically

connected without computations or transducers, while

actually being physically separated. This expression cre-

ated through connectability may not have immediate

functional value either but it does open an avenue of

expressions of connectedness in our environment.

PLANK is a project, done in collaboration with the artist

Henrik Menné and physical computing company 1Scale1

[50, 51]. Each PLANK translates the sound waves it picks

up in its vicinity into a weave (a central bend) that grad-

ually builds up in the PLANK. When silent, the PLANKS

return to its outset independent on how far out it got (see

Fig. 9). Each PLANK composite consists of a 2-m long

8-mm thin pine plank, a microphone, a motor, a contraction

structure, and an Arduino board with an Atmega168 pro-

cessor. They function individually and can thus be com-

bined and applied quite freely.
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In creating the PLANKS, we used computed causality as

the primary maneuver to create a new overall expression.

Strictly wooden planks do not react to sound (the exception

being specialty wooden objects such as an acoustic guitar).

Thus, through exploring this property, we were able to

create a new physical form using only a simple temporal

form. The interaction gestalt was the most surprising part

of this project. The combination of accumulation and

reversibility makes the expression capture attention for

more than an instant and thus invites curiosity and imagi-

nation. As a member of the audience said during the

PLANKS exhibition: ‘‘Have you talked to your fence

today?’’ Such behavior obviously does not make immedi-

ate sense from a practical point of view. It does, however,

open the door to a way of making our environment inter-

active while playing on more of our sensory apparatus and

action space. For example, imagine the visceral feeling of a

room shrinking when the high volume sounds carry.

Telltale is a project, done in collaboration with Bergs-

tröm et al. [52]. Unlike the projects above, Telltale is more

than a material expressional study in that it is an artifact

designed with a purpose in mind. Telltale is a footstool that

changes expression with the energy habits of the household

it is in (see Fig. 10). Connected remotely to the electricity

meter, the stool responds to increases or decreases in

energy consumption. Increases cause it to become less

robust and vice versa. The more it is used in weakened

states the more its surface becomes prone to fading,

flaking, crackling, or wrinkling. Thus, repeated energy

(mis)use leaves permanent traces on its surface.

The Telltale to this day remains a material sketch of this

concept. The sketch is made of a two-component surface

material, a tensegrity structure hold in tension through an

inflatable ball. The Telltale is primarily built around an

expression using the ability of computed causality and

reversibility; however, the materials constituting its phys-

ical form are capable of explicitly accumulate traces of use.

Thus, the really interesting exploration in this project lies

in its combination of computer-controlled changes in the

physical form combined with the traces left on the surface

from use alone. This is a deliberate design for patination

through use. The memory is embedded in the material and

not in the computation.

Bonad (Swedish for wall-hanging) is a project, done in

collaboration with Dumitrescu et al. [53]. Bonad is a col-

lection of wall-sized interactive textile hangings (see

Fig. 11). It comprises a knitted textile attached to and

covering servomotors (in some setups mounted parallel to

the wall in others mounted parallel to the floor and ceiling).

For input, we use combinations of proximity sensors,

movement sensors, and microphones. The motors react to

the input causing movements in the textile. The project is

not yet concluded, with a full-scale installation still to

come.

In this project, we also utilize computed causality to

create an indirect interaction gestalt. The movements are

Fig. 8 A conceptual drawing of

material connectedness through

computational composites. The

heat from the cup of tea

disseminates into targeted

materials in the environment

(Not necessarily creating a

thermodynamic equilibrium in

this case as it would cool the

tea…)
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reversible but not accumulating. The movements can be

anything from rhythmic to erratic, and in combination with

the textile, it creates a range of expressions from anthro-

pomorphic to mechanical. The mechanical expression is

soon predictable and thus quickly becomes boring. On the

other hand, the anthropomorphic is somewhat eerie as it is

combined with the white textile getting ghost-like refer-

ences. The ambition is to create a large-scale version of the

Bonad as a means of exploring which temporal forms are

possible to make through this material composition and

through that form an idea of how they affect the sense of

the place [53, 54]. Such sensorial impact may be highly

dependent on the context of the space and the actions

within it.

The Dress Room is a project done in collaboration with

Henrik Menné and Jarmo Laaksolathi. The Dress Room is

made from a 500 9 500 9 500 cm steel frame, a

375 9 375 9 375 cm white cotton tent suspended with

wires within the frame and eight pneumatic pistons draw-

ing in the wires able to move the tent (see Fig. 12). The

floor is made of plywood perforated with 100 light sensors

as input sensing the movements of the shadows within the

tent. The input affects the output through computations on

an Arduino board.

In the Dress Room, we again use reversibility and the

computed causality to create a link between the movements

in the room and the shape and the location of its textile

walls. The novel aspect of this project lies in the explora-

tions into the effect of physical scale for interactive

installations. What realm of interaction gestalts will we

inspire by forming an entire environment of a computa-

tional composite? To explore this question, we have

Fig. 9 Nine PLANKS in action. All responding to sound weaves by bending outwards
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dancers perform within it. Dancers, we believe, will help us

open the responsive relation between the body and the

space. We expect they can use their knowledge of their

bodies and movements in a room to help us understand

what we have built. Also, they give us a way to explore the

qualities of the installation at the appropriate level of

abstraction. One interesting part about this project is the

process. Conceptually and through models, we could easily

sketch the physical form and the movements it should

allow for. However, the actual temporal form and its

relation to the interactive gestalt we only designed when

the physical construction was completed.. Only then could

we get a sense of the design space we had created. What

does it mean to be in a room that implodes on you or that

moves in its entirety 50 cm to the left? When does it feel

like there the room is connected to your movements, with

what rapidity or strength should the connection be formed?

This process of composing the temporal form on-site and

live in relation to the interaction gestalt is where we really

can talk about interaction design as a form-giving practice.

Fig. 10 The form and material

expressions of Telltale as

intended to appear over time

and in use

Fig. 11 Exploration into interactive textile hangings as an interface

to the atmosphere of a place. Left a textile surface distorted by

horizontal rotations. Middle a textile structure distorted by a vertical

rotation. Right renderings of two different interactive textile instal-

lations in a chapel (Renderings made by Dumitrescu)
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The projects presented above explore the expressional

vocabulary of interaction design in various ways rooted in

a material understanding of the computer. The first projects

(computational copper tiles, PLANKS) were primarily

material studies into computational composites, experi-

mentations with different materials and transducers. The

last three projects (Telltale, Bonad, and Dress Room) begin

to explore other aspects of the three forms and their more

visceral effects. These five projects contribute to our

understanding of what we can do within interaction design

if fully take on the material perspective and begin to work

as form givers.

5 The practice of giving form to computational

composites

To recapitulate, interaction design becomes the practice of

juggling three form elements. The physical form must be

able to express the temporal form, and the temporal form

must unfold within the limitations of the physical form.

The temporal form and physical form must be within the

human sensory apparatus. The physical as well as the

temporal form must afford the intentions of the design to

create a chance for the interaction gestalt to play out as

intended. Over time, we will be able to design for more

complex interaction gestalts as the physical and temporal

forms become familiar to and internalized by designers and

users. It is thus necessary for the practice of interaction

design to develop methods and techniques to deal with

these interdependencies.

The five exploratory projects described earlier have all

been designed through a form-giving process—through

negotiations between the temporal form, the physical form,

and the interactive gestalt. The point of departure has

varied depending on the aim of the exploration. Sometimes

the mode of interaction has been fixed, sometimes the

materials, and sometimes the scale, and so on. The projects

revealed different challenges in terms of dealing with the

interdependencies between the three forms. Other projects

have more specifically contributed to developing methods

and techniques to assist the form-giving process. In this

section, I give an account of some of the approaches and

techniques from three such projects (two of which are

presented above).

5.1 Composing a temporal form in new materials

The interdependencies of the temporal and physical form

will always pose some design challenges. Furthermore, it is

important to find ways to reduce the complexity of the

design task without reducing the rich expressional poten-

tial. In one project, done in collaboration with Nilsson et al.

[55], we identified several complexity issues related to the

interdependencies within the computational composite and

the process of creating the desired temporal form. The

project was set up as a textile design project where we were

to design fabric for the furniture company IRE Möbel’s

next concept chair. Most of the identified issues related to

the specific practice of textile print design, however, some

of the principles and techniques are likely transferable to

other contexts (Fig. 13).

Fig. 12 The Dress Room is

made of a 500 9 500 9

500 cm steel frame with a

3.75 9 3.75 9 3.75 cm cotton

tent with each corner attached to

a pneumatic piston. The

plywood floor is embedded 100

light sensors to sense the

movements within the tent. The

room can move up to 30 cm in

each direction within the frame

and thus follow the movements

of the shadows
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The material consists of a woven cotton textile with in-

woven conductive thread on one side, and a color print

made from a blend of pigment color and thermo chromic

ink on the other. The conductive threads are resistive

enough to heat up when current is let through thus enabling

a color change in the print through controlling the current.

One of the challenges we faced was that the material did

not just change between two states. It took time for the

wires to heat up sufficiently, and the different colors of ink

did not all change at exactly the same temperature. Thus,

the two states needed to be understood as outer points on a

scale of colors. This meant that the design of the color

palette became a complex task. Not only did the colors

need to match within and between the two states, but also

the gradual transition meant that all the colors the textile

assumed in-between these states needed to fit into the

overall color scheme. We also found a similar complexity

issue when designing the forms in the pattern. To assist the

design process, we developed a material test platform (see

left side of Fig. 14) using which we could gradually

develop the color scheme as well as the pattern.

Another interesting challenge came when designing the

changes in the pattern. Designing a temporal form resem-

bles composing a musical score; however, as soon as the

temporal form is dependent on contextual changes, it

becomes significantly more complex—at least as long as an

ambition remains to create a conscious design. To address

this, we needed a combination of tools. First, we developed

a simple graphical interface that let us directly control each

thread in the fabric (see right side of Fig. 14). Then, we

printed a stack of gridded paper sheets that enabled us to

sketch the progress of expressional changes. This enabled

us to get a grip on the different patterns much like sheets of

music. The sheets of changes were then transferred through

the graphical interface onto the textile. Over time, we

became familiar with the relations between the patterns on

the paper and the expression of the textile and were thereby

able to compose the dynamic expression of the textile

pattern—the temporal form. While these exact tools may

not transfer to other projects, the point of breaking down

the design into parts and creating manageable interfaces

between them is definitely transferable.

5.2 Lo-fi full-scale sketching and the interaction gestalt

In the Telltale project presented in the previous section,

we worked full scale but lo-fi. We started out with the

concept of a piece of furniture that collects traces of

energy habits and some rough ideas of an upholstered

footstool. The challenge, however, was to find the right

Fig. 13 Three states of expression on the thermochromic printed textile on the IRE möbel footstool

Fig. 14 Ad hoc tools to help overcome the complexities of the

process. Left the two pictures show a test platform made from a fabric

interwoven with conductive threads that heats up when electrified.

The platform is then used to test pattern changes of the printed

samples. Right The first picture shows a graphical interface to control

the heating and cooling process of the textile. The last picture shows

spreadsheets used to assist the design of the temporal form of color

changes
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material expression that would convey the two temporal

forms (the reversible and the accumulating). We experi-

mented with treating various textiles and other flexible

materials with off-the-shelf products like paint, glue, and

soap to create this two layered material that gradually

would reveal the traces (see examples in Fig. 15). We

made over 30 samples, which we then deliberately dam-

aged in stages of pretended wear and tear. The materials

explorations were alone means to find suitable expres-

sions. This approach enables interaction designers to work

with new material expressions even with limited material

knowledge. In a commercial interaction design practice, it

would be advisable to eventually engage some material

engineering expertise, however, in sketching fases this

enables quick results.

Similarly, instead of a final product proposal with a fully

computational controlled inflation, we chose to simulate

the behavior we wanted by means of simple structural

components (see Fig. 16) [52]. The advantage was the

ability to easily experiment with the physical and temporal

form and even subject them to use (see Fig. 16). It was an

ideal sketch that we could shape and reshape as our

experience with it grew.

5.3 Form giving in stages

In the Dress Room project, also introduced in the prior

section, we learned from the color changing concept

chair. We divided the project into manageable elements

each with their simple interfaces. The metal frame with

the tent and the pneumatic pistons make a coherent ele-

ment controlled through a simple program on an Arduino

board via an array of relays. In the initial stage, we

simply applied male connectors to each piston and played

with plugging and unplugging in order to get a sense of

the expression of the moving tent. Another element is the

sensor-equipped floor, setup and designed to be tested

independently. An Arduino runs the sensor input and the

values are displayed as an easily readable grid in pro-

cessing. The challenge will be to combine the two, not

physically, although anything can happen in such projects,

but to get them to play together. As mentioned previ-

ously, developing the responsiveness of the tent from the

input of the sensor floor is the biggest challenge. Most

likely the correlation between temporal form and inter-

action gestalt can and will take on many forms throughout

the lifespan of this installation.

Fig. 15 Three examples of material experiments. Top a woven plastic spray painted with white paint. Middle black felt painted with gold paint.

Bottom black woven cotton soaked in glue
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6 Conclusion

There is still a lot of work to be done in developing a form-

giving practice as sophisticated as those found in glass

blowing or carpentry, but the work presented here dem-

onstrates that it is possible. A form-giving practice in

interaction design gives the ability of leveling form and

function by developing the two through careful negotiation.

Thus, in imagining our future with technology, we could

avoid the presumption of both information technology and

graphical displays.

This form-giving practice is needed now that interaction

design is no longer just a matter of interface design, but

ready to become a matter of designing whole things and

environments. The three forms comprise a way of both

thinking about and practically working with interaction

design. Physical form, temporal form, and the interactive

gestalt are the three elements we work with. We may

address them separately but it is where they overlap they

create intriguing and challenging interdependencies.

Computational composites are the substance in which

physical and temporal form meet. In time, we will become

familiar with some of the vast amount of expressional

possibilities and accordingly have formed new interaction

gestalts.
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